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Motivation and 
Background

Wireless Networks
Wireless Networks have gained great popularity

Special focus: ad hoc nets, MANETs, sensor nets

Wireless has many potential problems w.r.t.

Security: broadcast, “everybody can see”, nodes may be 
captured/impersonated/... many flavors

Reliability: nodes may be mobile, links and nodes have 
reliability/availability constraints, external interference,      
faults range from benign to malicious

Mobility: dynamic topology
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“Problems” and “Faults”, “Errors” and “Failures”

in the end it boils down to Fault Models

What are the assumptions about faults?

crash faults, omission faults, etc.

independence of faults

dependence of faults => common mode fault

recovery differs greatly depending on the fault model

Fault Models 
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Fault Model Overview
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Recovery needs Redundancy
Time redundancy

Information redundancy

Spatial redundancy

e.g. if one considers s symmetric and b benign faults, 
then one needs a redundancy level of  N > 2s + b to 
mask the faults
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Network Graph 

Network Graph G is a digraph
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Since this work relates to tolerance of faults of different
types under possibly pathological scenarios, we need to ex-
plore redundancy mechanisms. As such, any approach uti-
lizing multipath and multiflow communication could have
the potential for tolerating faults, if these concepts are ex-
ploited for reliability [28]. Many multipath and multiflow
approaches have been presented in the literature, but their
focus has not been on tolerating diverse faults but have
rather been limited to overcome benign link or node faults.
For example, the concept of multiflow has been used in [36]
in the context of QoS enhancement, however, the focus is on
transmission congestion. Multipath routing has been used
to increase end-to-end reliability, e.g. the MP-DSR proto-
col in [20] forwards outgoing packets along multiple paths
that are subject to a particular end-to-end reliability require-
ment, but the impact of faults as described here are not con-
sidered.

An approach actually considering the impact of topol-
ogy was shown in [21] where communication topology op-
timization is treated as a linear programing problem. How-
ever, there is no spatial information redundancy involved.
The impact of eavesdropping is considered in [19], where
a secret sharing approach is used. Whereas this addresses
confidentiality issues, it does not address tolerance of a
fault. In fact, more general data distribution schemes and
their impact on survivability have been extensively studied
within the PASIS project at CMU [38] and their suitability
to agent systems have been shown in [13].

An on-demand routing scheme called Split Multipath
Routing (SMR) was shown in [18]. The protocol estab-
lishes and utilizes multiple routes of maximally disjoint
paths to minimize route recovery and control message over-
head. Again omission faults are considered. Predicting fault
behavior has been advocated in [34], however this is ex-
tremely difficult even in the case of link failures for mali-
cious act. Similarly, intrusion detection may be unrealistic
due to the excessive resource constraints associated with in-
formation required by the IDS [27].

Primary and backup communication paths are consid-
ered in [22]. However, disjoint paths are not exploited for
data redundancy but discarded as unwanted overhead. In
their use of redundant disjoint paths the overhead to re-
silience tradeoff becomes unfavorable for a larger number
of paths [7, 24]. Rather than banking on multiple paths, ro-
bustness to node failures is addressed in [39] by using the
concept of reliable nodes and reliable paths. Whereas ro-
bustness is significantly increased, the gain is due to restric-
tions on faults of the reliable nodes.

An approach actually addressing fault-tolerance was pre-
sented in [25] where “misbehaving” nodes causing omis-
sion faults were detected by so-called “watchdogs”. The
impact of nodes that failed to relay packets was shown and
a method was presented that allows for tolerance of such

nodes. The concept was extended in [29] where collabo-
rating groups of malicious nodes were considered. In [5]
the effectiveness of various watchdog schemes was inves-
tigated. Their results suggest that watchdog schemes are
indeed able to detect a number of attacks such as omissions
and certain symmetric faults but exposes limitations, e.g.
fabrication of false route error messages. Wormhole attacks
were addressed in [31], where statistical analysis was used
for detection of nodes which launch them. Detection of ma-
licious behavior due to observation of monitoring nodes op-
erating in promiscuous mode was shown in [6].

Next, a network model is presented that combines a gen-
eralized version of the watchdog strategy above and a multi-
path approach to tolerate diverse faults.

2. Network Survivability Model

Before formulating the network survivability1 model the
basic philosophy will be described using Figure 1.

S Dprimary path

alternate path

alternate path

Figure 1. General Communication Model

In general, if a source node S wants to establish a com-
munication path with a destination node D, then the relia-
bility of the path S-D is clearly depending on the reliability
of the nodes and communication links along the path. To
tolerate faults, may they be of benign nature or maliciously
induced, one can chose to increase the survivability of the
primary communication path S-D, indicated in the figure as
a thick shaded path, or one can use a multi-path approach,
considering alternative paths under the assumption that a
certain threshold of “good” paths can mask faults.

The model below will address both approaches. First, a
method based on cross-monitoring is presented that takes
advantage of node proximity and cross-monitoring using
the wireless paradigm. In Figure 1 the participating nodes
are physically located in the shaded primary path. However,
these nodes, due to their relative proximity, become also
vulnerable to effects disrupting communication, e.g. jam-
ming or bad weather. As a result, disjoint communication
paths, taking advantage of spatial separation, may lessen
such effects. Each of these alternate paths may in turn
utilize the cross-monitoring scheme of the primary path.
However, the cost of multi-path routing, as has been re-
ferred to in Section 1, is high. Multiple paths need to be

1For our purposes, the term survivability and reliability may be inter-
changed. Survivability was elected to emphasize that the operating envi-
ronment may be malicious.
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Network Graph 
General network graph is a flow-graph (packet flow)

In wireless networks this is different

broadcast is NOT point-to-point

broadcast implies flow on all outgoing edges of a node

if network consists of wireless and wired, then colored graph 
can be used
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Graph Join Operation
Join graph of two graphs

Given Gi = (Vi,Ei) and Gj = (Vj,Ej)
G = (V,E) = Gi + Gj  where

V  = Vi ⋃ Vj

E  = Ei ⋃ Ej

and ∀ vi ∈ Vi, vj ∈ Vj     eij ∈ E
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General Join Graph (GJG)
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G⇥ denote the infrastructure graph.

General Join Graph: Now construct G as the network
graph between source vS and destination vD as follows:

1. A path between vS and vD defines the primary com-
munication path.

2. Let C1 be a clique of all vertices vi that is incident
from vS , i.e., for each vi � C1 there exists eSi.

3. For each vj in the primary communication path de-
fine Cj as a clique of all vertices vi, for which there
exists an edge ehi from all vh � Cj�1.

4. Let CD be a trivial clique containing only vD.

i j

S D
1 ... ...

Figure 5: General Join Graph

Figure 5 shows the general structure of G. Note that each
shaded oval is a clique containing one node of the prin-
ciple communication path. Furthermore, by the construc-
tion of the graph, there is an edge from each vertex in
Ci to each vertex in Cj . This makes the combined sub-
graph Ci⇥Cj a join graph. Note that, if all edges between
Ci and Cj are bidirectional, then Ci ⇥ Cj forms again a
clique.

Figure 6 shows a hypothetical join graph G that could
have resulted from the physical graph shown in Figure 4
if one were to increase broadcast power and make minor
node rearrangements. Note that in the context of [7] only
horizontal monitoring is possible, which allows for the
possible detection of nodes that do not forward, which
they refer to as “misbehaving nodes”.

The orthogonal dimension allows for ”true” cross-
monitoring. This kind of monitoring is more powerful,
since it offers the potential to react to observed behavior.
As will be pointed out next, there is however a require-
ment that redundant packets overlap in the queues of the
participating nodes.
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Figure 6: Join Graph Example

3.5 Cross-monitoring Cost

In general, there is a temporal and space dimension asso-
ciated with cross-monitoring. Temporal relates to the fact
that cross-monitoring can only be performed as long as
the packet or event to be monitored is still in the queue or
event list respectively. Once the packet leaves the queue,
there is no frame of reference for the packet. This puts
a temporal constraint on the cross-monitoring nodes, i.e.,
the packet or event on any participating nodes must have
temporarily overlap in the respective queues. Obviously,
as the the difference in propagation delay between two
packets to be monitored grows, so must the queues of the
participating monitors. In the general model this is ad-
dressed by limiting cross-monitoring to a graph that is a
General Joint Graph. If one allows for more general graph
models then issues of larger variation in the overlap time
need to be considered. An example of this would be the
establishment of a slow communication link between v7

and vD in Figure 6.
The spatial dimension addresses overhead due to the

actual cross-monitoring and packet duplication. In the
horizontal dimension, where one node monitors the for-
warding of a packet of its neighbor in the primary com-
munication path, it induces overhead at the monitoring
node, but not the forwarding node. In the orthogonal di-
mension coss-monitoring implies data redundancy, i.e.,
packet redundancy. A node can only cross-monitor if it
contains the frame of reference, i.e., the packet it is verify-
ing against. Note that cross-monitoring for detection pur-
poses only does not require the packet to be present, since
it may suffice to have a signature, i.e., a hash, to verify the
consistency of the packet monitored. However, one does
not have to pay the cost of recovery by actually paying the
full cost of redundancy. It will be show later that redun-
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3.5 Cross-monitoring Cost

In general, there is a temporal and space dimension asso-
ciated with cross-monitoring. Temporal relates to the fact
that cross-monitoring can only be performed as long as
the packet or event to be monitored is still in the queue or
event list respectively. Once the packet leaves the queue,
there is no frame of reference for the packet. This puts
a temporal constraint on the cross-monitoring nodes, i.e.,
the packet or event on any participating nodes must have
temporarily overlap in the respective queues. Obviously,
as the the difference in propagation delay between two
packets to be monitored grows, so must the queues of the
participating monitors. In the general model this is ad-
dressed by limiting cross-monitoring to a graph that is a
General Joint Graph. If one allows for more general graph
models then issues of larger variation in the overlap time
need to be considered. An example of this would be the
establishment of a slow communication link between v7

and vD in Figure 6.
The spatial dimension addresses overhead due to the

actual cross-monitoring and packet duplication. In the
horizontal dimension, where one node monitors the for-
warding of a packet of its neighbor in the primary com-
munication path, it induces overhead at the monitoring
node, but not the forwarding node. In the orthogonal di-
mension coss-monitoring implies data redundancy, i.e.,
packet redundancy. A node can only cross-monitor if it
contains the frame of reference, i.e., the packet it is verify-
ing against. Note that cross-monitoring for detection pur-
poses only does not require the packet to be present, since
it may suffice to have a signature, i.e., a hash, to verify the
consistency of the packet monitored. However, one does
not have to pay the cost of recovery by actually paying the
full cost of redundancy. It will be show later that redun-

Behind any attack there is an action on the 
packet which involves

Delaying packets

Dropping packets

Modification of packets

Fabrication of packets

and then of course “sniffing” packets

Attacks in Ad Hoc Nets
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Related Work
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One-dimensional monitoring, e.g.,

Marti et. al. [2000]  Watchdog + Pathrater,   

Patcha [2003] Watchdog groups, dealing with collusions

Buchegger [2004] Limitations on Watchdogs

Multi-dimensional monitoring, e.g.,

Krings and Ma [2006] MILCOM’06  (Join-Graphs)

Huang [2008] JICS  (Extended Watchdog)

Khalil [2009] Ad Hoc Networks (Neighbor Monitoring)



Watchdog a la Marti
Simple watchdog
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S

D

Extended Watchdog
packet ->A-B-C

is packet for C?

is B destination?

what if A is 
malicious and 
does not send 
data to make B 
look bad?

what if B drops 
packet due to 
congestion?
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from Huang & Liu JICS [2008]



Two-Dimensional Monitoring 
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Krings & Ma 2006

Horizontal and orthogonal cross-monitoring

mainly a topology-based argument
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[Khalil et.al. 2009] UnMask

Attack-free environment during neighborhood discovery

Static wireless network

Discovery is once in a lifetime only
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General 
Neighborhood 

Monitoring
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Attack Model
Attack may originate within a node that is part of 
authenticated neighborhood or not

Attacks

from outside of authenticated neighborhood

from good node gone bad

from malicious node that joint neighborhood
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Evolution of Monitoring
a) watchdog

b) extended watchdog

c) UnMask

d) new approach

1.2 Related work
The first question about faults in wireless network is: which

faults are to be addressed? This brings up fault models.
One description of fault model is that of [1] where benign
faults and transmissive & omissive versions of symmetric and
asymmetric faults are discussed. Whereas a benign fault is
globally verifiable, a symmetric fault is a value fault, and an
asymmetric fault is a Byzantine fault. The notions of trans-
missive and omissive for the last two fault types addressed
whether the fault behavior was due to an actual manipula-
tion or an omission.

The simplest case of monitoring is the watchdog mech-
anism described in [7], where “misbehaving” nodes causing
omission faults were detected by so-called “watchdogs”. The
concept was extended in [8] where collaborating groups of
malicious nodes were considered. In [2] the e�ectiveness of
various watchdog schemes was investigated. Their results
suggest that watchdog schemes are indeed able to detect a
number of attacks such as omissions and certain symmetric
faults but expose limitations, e.g., fabrication of false route
error messages. Wormhole attacks were addressed in [9],
where statistical analysis was used for detection of nodes
which launch them. Detection of malicious behavior due to
observation of monitoring nodes operating in promiscuous
mode was shown in [3]. Watchdogs are not limited only to
forward monitoring. For example in [4] an extended watch-
dog mechanism was presented that implemented backward
monitoring based on CTS and RTS messages at the MAC
layer.

The concept of monitoring can be extended to neighbor-
hood monitoring, in which groups of monitors form a neigh-
borhood. In [5] and [6] the impact of neighborhood monitor-
ing was exploited. In [5] authenticated neighborhoods were
considered. However, the work assumes an attack-free envi-
ronment during neighbor discovery, i.e., no malicious nodes
exist before the completion of the neighbor discovery. Fur-
thermore, no misrouting attacks are considered. It does not
address network dynamics nor collaboration between mali-
cious nodes, i.e., the probability of framing due to collabo-
rating nodes is assumed small and based on statistical ar-
guments. We diverge from this assumption and consider
pathological behavior as likely. The impact of neighbor-
hood watching was considered in [6] to analyze the impact
of topology on reliability. However, this was based only on
the general structure of the neighborhood, i.e., the width of
adjacent neighborhoods represented as a join-graph, in order
to determine the reliability and survivability of a link.

1.3 Contributions
This work has several contributions: (1) It extends the no-

tion of neighborhood monitoring of [5, 6] to general k-path
monitoring (for k = 1, 2), which makes no restrictions on
the capability of malicious nodes. (2) It introduces a moni-
toring approach able to capture the assumptions of previous
work in one model, thereby allowing comparison between ap-
proaches. (3) It addresses fault detection and recovery for
specific identified fault types. (4) It outlines the protocol
that achieves the above.

2. MULTI-HOP NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH
In this section we define a graph-based neighborhood watch

mechanism which extends the neighborhood described in [5]
as will be identified. A neighborhood is a collection of nodes
involved in monitoring their neighbors. In order to avoid
malicious nodes from uncontrolled involvement in neighbor-
hoods, one could assume that neighborhoods are authenti-

cated, e.g., by using the neighborhood authentication meth-
ods used in [5]. However, contrary to [5] we assume that
malicious nodes may be admitted into a neighborhood. Au-
thentication would simply disallow “just any node to attack
out of the dark”.

2.1 Attack Model
An attack may originate within a node that is part of

the authenticated neighborhood or not. We consider the
following attacks:

1. Attack from outside of the authenticated neighbor-
hood, i.e., non-authenticated nodes. Any involvement
from such nodes will be discarded and carries no weight.

2. Attack from a good node gone bad within an authenti-
cated neighborhood. Here the node was authenticated
as part of a neighborhood discovery.

3. Attack from a malicious node that joint the neighbor-
hood.

Malicious nodes may exhibit two kinds of behavior, i.e.,
passive and active. A passive mode does not cause packets to
be manipulated, but it accuses other nodes, thereby trying
to frame them. An active node will cause the following prob-
lems: omission (o), delay (d), routing (r), fabrication (f),
and content manipulation (m). Denial of service or jamming
can be addressed by naturally expanding the concept here to
disjoint paths. Thus the set of fault types F = {o, d, r, f, m}.

2.2 Evolving Neighborhoods
Figure 2 shows the evolution of primitives used in neigh-

bor monitoring schemes in four graphs. A simple watchdog1,
e.g., [7], is shown in Figure 2a), where node nr can monitor
ns to detect F = {o, d, m}. This allows for backward re-
covery but not forward recovery, i.e., backward notification
allows nr to resend or send the message via another path.
Also, to satisfy F = {d, m} the packet under observation
needs to be bu�ered at nr su⇥ciently long. For delayed
packets this of course puts restrictions on the bu�er size.
The backward monitoring of [4] uses the primitive in Fig-

r s ts

m m

r

r s

s tr

a)
b)

c) d)

Figure 2: Evolution of Monitoring Schemes

ure 2b), where nt can detect {o, d}, of nr’s packet at ns,
and nr can detect {o, d, m}. The neighborhood monitoring
scheme of [5] uses primitive Figure 2c). Under their “fault-
free neighborhood discovery” assumption monitors nr and
nm allow detection of {o, d, f, m}. Node nm is drawn thick
to indicate that it can be expanded to represent multiple
monitors. The monitoring primitive used in this research is
k-hop monitoring. For k = 1 and k = 2 the primitives are
depicted in Figure 2c) and d) respectively. The fault sets of
this approach will be discussed below.

2.3 Neighborhood Discovery
Each node ni has a neighborhood set Ni which contains

its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors. Let H(k, Ni) be a function

1The original watchdog in [7] focussed on omissions.
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Neighborhood Discovery
1-Hop Discovery

arriving node vi broadcasts HELLO message

each vk receiving the message replies to vi

vi collects the neighbors in neighborhood list Ni

2-Hop Discovery

each vk receiving the message replies with its neighborhood list Nk

can be used if adopting authentication under the assumptions of 
[Khalil et.al. 2009]
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Neighborhood Discovery
1-Hop Discovery 

Nu

r 1
s 1

Nv

s 1
t 1

Nm

r 1
s 1
t 1

Table 1: Neighborhood lists for nu, nv and nm

that returns the subset of nodes nj of Ni with hop count k.
Thus H(1, Ni) and H(2, Ni) represent the sets of 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors of ni respectively.

Neighborhood discovery is extended from [5]. Note that
we do not explicitly describe neighbor authentication, but if
desired it can be adapted via the mechanism shown in [5]. In
general, when a node vk wants to join the network it sends a
1-hop HELLO message. Each node vi receiving this message
replies with its 1-hop neighbor list N1

i = H(1, Ni). Now
vk constructs its neighborhood set Nk from those replies it
received from ni during some pre-defined timeout tdiscovery.
Thus it adds each ni as a 1-hop neighbor, and each nj � N1

i

as a 2-hop neighbor, unless it is already in Ni as a 1-hop
neighbor. This latter case indicates to nk that ni and nj are
neighbors themselves. When Nk is assembled, nk broadcasts
it to its neighbors ni, which in turn have to inform their
neighbors about the new 2-hop neighbor nk.

The 2-hop neighbors are useful when we use authentica-
tion and the assumption that no malicious nodes are present
during discovery. Since we do not limit ourselves to the as-
sumptions of [5], a simple 1-hop discovery actually su⇥ces,
i.e., each node vi that receives a HELLO message from vj

sends a simple reply message. We present the 2-hop discov-
ery only to maintain compatibility with [5] if we should opt
to use their assumptions with authentication, and in case
we would like nodes to be able to establish neighborhood
awareness.

Table 1 shows several table entries for the 1-hop neigh-
borhood discovery in Figure 3. Only direct neighbors, those
with distance 1 are in the tables.

s t

m

r d

u v

Figure 3: Neighborhood discovery

2.4 Multi-hop Monitoring
Monitor nodes monitor other nodes in a 1-hop or 2-hop

fashion. How does a node know what to monitor and what
to make of what it sees? A monitor “sees” the world though
what it hears, i.e., from messages it hears from its direct
(1-hop) neighbors. It may be topology-aware, in which case
it can relate what it hears, or topology-unaware. A monitor
can operate in a passive or active mode. A passive monitor
just observes, but does not take action. An active monitor
reacts by sending notification messages. We will now present
several scenarios using Figure 4. For simplicity sake only
node indices are used.

Example 1 – omission at node r1: Assume that r1 fails
to forward a packet from q to s1. The monitors for r1’s

t1q r1 s1 u

r2

r3

s2

s3

t2

t3

Figure 4: 2-hop monitoring

behavior are q, r2 and r3. Node q detects the omission using
the monitoring primitive of Figure 2a. It would have seen
the message forwarded out of r1. Similarly, r2 and r3 notice
the omission using the 1-hop primitive of Figure 2c. Now
one monitor will be the first to become an active monitor
by informing its neighbors of r’s omission via a broadcast
message. If this was q then msgq = (r did not forward packet
with ID) would be broadcast. Note that q does not need
confirmation about what it saw, it witnessed the omission
first hand, and could initiate a resend. Now r1 or r2 will
become active first and forward the packet to s. The other
will hear this and stay passive. Faults: {o} was detected
and recovered.

Example 2 – manipulation at node r1: This case is similar
to Example 1. Nodes q, r2 and r3 all detect the manipulation
(value fault), and r1 and r2 both send the correct packet to
s1. Receiving multiple packets, s1 uses a majority vote and
keeps the correct one. Since q gets the same messages it is
aware of the two corrections of the other monitors. Note
that the clique r1, r2, r3 outvoted the value fault. Faults:
{m} was detected and recovered.

Example 3 – manipulation at node r1, collaborator at s2:
Just as in Example 2 monitors r2 and r3 detect the ma-
nipulation and initiate mitigation by forwarding the correct
packet to s1. However, now s2 may collude with r1 sending a
false mitigation message with r1’s manipulated packet. Now
s1 gets two correct and two identically manipulated versions
and voting does not resolve the problem. Faults: {m} was
detected at q but no forward recovery is possible.

The problem exposed in Example 3 is that two malicious
nodes collaborated, r1 was active faulty and s2 was passive.
Whereas the act of an active faulty node can be observed
by monitors, passive framing leaves no detectable trace. Re-
member that in topology-unaware monitoring a node does
not have a complete picture of its neighbor’s monitoring ca-
pabilities, e.g., s1 does not know that s2 could not be a
monitor for r1’s manipulation. This complicates matters.
All a node can do is to use a voting function, e.g., majority,
to mitigate against conflicting information. However, the
threshold for voting in Example 3 was too high.

2.5 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsection showed the im-

portance of voting and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communication cannot produce
asymmetric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N = 2e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
active and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.

If we view Figure 4 as a join graph we get Figure 5. Infor-
mally, a join graph is defined as a collection of neighboring
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r 1
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t 1
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fashion. How does a node know what to monitor and what
to make of what it sees? A monitor “sees” the world though
what it hears, i.e., from messages it hears from its direct
(1-hop) neighbors. It may be topology-aware, in which case
it can relate what it hears, or topology-unaware. A monitor
can operate in a passive or active mode. A passive monitor
just observes, but does not take action. An active monitor
reacts by sending notification messages. We will now present
several scenarios using Figure 4. For simplicity sake only
node indices are used.

Example 1 – omission at node r1: Assume that r1 fails
to forward a packet from q to s1. The monitors for r1’s
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behavior are q, r2 and r3. Node q detects the omission using
the monitoring primitive of Figure 2a. It would have seen
the message forwarded out of r1. Similarly, r2 and r3 notice
the omission using the 1-hop primitive of Figure 2c. Now
one monitor will be the first to become an active monitor
by informing its neighbors of r’s omission via a broadcast
message. If this was q then msgq = (r did not forward packet
with ID) would be broadcast. Note that q does not need
confirmation about what it saw, it witnessed the omission
first hand, and could initiate a resend. Now r1 or r2 will
become active first and forward the packet to s. The other
will hear this and stay passive. Faults: {o} was detected
and recovered.

Example 2 – manipulation at node r1: This case is similar
to Example 1. Nodes q, r2 and r3 all detect the manipulation
(value fault), and r1 and r2 both send the correct packet to
s1. Receiving multiple packets, s1 uses a majority vote and
keeps the correct one. Since q gets the same messages it is
aware of the two corrections of the other monitors. Note
that the clique r1, r2, r3 outvoted the value fault. Faults:
{m} was detected and recovered.

Example 3 – manipulation at node r1, collaborator at s2:
Just as in Example 2 monitors r2 and r3 detect the ma-
nipulation and initiate mitigation by forwarding the correct
packet to s1. However, now s2 may collude with r1 sending a
false mitigation message with r1’s manipulated packet. Now
s1 gets two correct and two identically manipulated versions
and voting does not resolve the problem. Faults: {m} was
detected at q but no forward recovery is possible.

The problem exposed in Example 3 is that two malicious
nodes collaborated, r1 was active faulty and s2 was passive.
Whereas the act of an active faulty node can be observed
by monitors, passive framing leaves no detectable trace. Re-
member that in topology-unaware monitoring a node does
not have a complete picture of its neighbor’s monitoring ca-
pabilities, e.g., s1 does not know that s2 could not be a
monitor for r1’s manipulation. This complicates matters.
All a node can do is to use a voting function, e.g., majority,
to mitigate against conflicting information. However, the
threshold for voting in Example 3 was too high.

2.5 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsection showed the im-

portance of voting and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communication cannot produce
asymmetric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N = 2e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
active and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.

If we view Figure 4 as a join graph we get Figure 5. Infor-
mally, a join graph is defined as a collection of neighboring
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Neighborhood Discovery
2-Hop Discovery 

Nu

r 1
s 1

Nv

s 1
t 1

Nm

r 1
s 1
t 1

Table 1: Neighborhood lists for nu, nv and nm

that returns the subset of nodes nj of Ni with hop count k.
Thus H(1, Ni) and H(2, Ni) represent the sets of 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors of ni respectively.

Neighborhood discovery is extended from [5]. Note that
we do not explicitly describe neighbor authentication, but if
desired it can be adapted via the mechanism shown in [5]. In
general, when a node vk wants to join the network it sends a
1-hop HELLO message. Each node vi receiving this message
replies with its 1-hop neighbor list N1

i = H(1, Ni). Now
vk constructs its neighborhood set Nk from those replies it
received from ni during some pre-defined timeout tdiscovery.
Thus it adds each ni as a 1-hop neighbor, and each nj � N1

i

as a 2-hop neighbor, unless it is already in Ni as a 1-hop
neighbor. This latter case indicates to nk that ni and nj are
neighbors themselves. When Nk is assembled, nk broadcasts
it to its neighbors ni, which in turn have to inform their
neighbors about the new 2-hop neighbor nk.

The 2-hop neighbors are useful when we use authentica-
tion and the assumption that no malicious nodes are present
during discovery. Since we do not limit ourselves to the as-
sumptions of [5], a simple 1-hop discovery actually su⇥ces,
i.e., each node vi that receives a HELLO message from vj

sends a simple reply message. We present the 2-hop discov-
ery only to maintain compatibility with [5] if we should opt
to use their assumptions with authentication, and in case
we would like nodes to be able to establish neighborhood
awareness.

Table 1 shows several table entries for the 1-hop neigh-
borhood discovery in Figure 3. Only direct neighbors, those
with distance 1 are in the tables.
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2.4 Multi-hop Monitoring
Monitor nodes monitor other nodes in a 1-hop or 2-hop

fashion. How does a node know what to monitor and what
to make of what it sees? A monitor “sees” the world though
what it hears, i.e., from messages it hears from its direct
(1-hop) neighbors. It may be topology-aware, in which case
it can relate what it hears, or topology-unaware. A monitor
can operate in a passive or active mode. A passive monitor
just observes, but does not take action. An active monitor
reacts by sending notification messages. We will now present
several scenarios using Figure 4. For simplicity sake only
node indices are used.

Example 1 – omission at node r1: Assume that r1 fails
to forward a packet from q to s1. The monitors for r1’s
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behavior are q, r2 and r3. Node q detects the omission using
the monitoring primitive of Figure 2a. It would have seen
the message forwarded out of r1. Similarly, r2 and r3 notice
the omission using the 1-hop primitive of Figure 2c. Now
one monitor will be the first to become an active monitor
by informing its neighbors of r’s omission via a broadcast
message. If this was q then msgq = (r did not forward packet
with ID) would be broadcast. Note that q does not need
confirmation about what it saw, it witnessed the omission
first hand, and could initiate a resend. Now r1 or r2 will
become active first and forward the packet to s. The other
will hear this and stay passive. Faults: {o} was detected
and recovered.

Example 2 – manipulation at node r1: This case is similar
to Example 1. Nodes q, r2 and r3 all detect the manipulation
(value fault), and r1 and r2 both send the correct packet to
s1. Receiving multiple packets, s1 uses a majority vote and
keeps the correct one. Since q gets the same messages it is
aware of the two corrections of the other monitors. Note
that the clique r1, r2, r3 outvoted the value fault. Faults:
{m} was detected and recovered.

Example 3 – manipulation at node r1, collaborator at s2:
Just as in Example 2 monitors r2 and r3 detect the ma-
nipulation and initiate mitigation by forwarding the correct
packet to s1. However, now s2 may collude with r1 sending a
false mitigation message with r1’s manipulated packet. Now
s1 gets two correct and two identically manipulated versions
and voting does not resolve the problem. Faults: {m} was
detected at q but no forward recovery is possible.

The problem exposed in Example 3 is that two malicious
nodes collaborated, r1 was active faulty and s2 was passive.
Whereas the act of an active faulty node can be observed
by monitors, passive framing leaves no detectable trace. Re-
member that in topology-unaware monitoring a node does
not have a complete picture of its neighbor’s monitoring ca-
pabilities, e.g., s1 does not know that s2 could not be a
monitor for r1’s manipulation. This complicates matters.
All a node can do is to use a voting function, e.g., majority,
to mitigate against conflicting information. However, the
threshold for voting in Example 3 was too high.

2.5 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsection showed the im-

portance of voting and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communication cannot produce
asymmetric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N = 2e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
active and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.

If we view Figure 4 as a join graph we get Figure 5. Infor-
mally, a join graph is defined as a collection of neighboring
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m 2
v 2
t 2
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t 1
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r 2
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with hop count k.
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) represent the sets of 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors of n

i

respectively.
Neighborhood discovery is extended from [5]. Note that

we do not explicitly describe neighbor authentication, but if
desired it can be adapted via the mechanism shown in [5]. In
general, when a node v

k

wants to join the network it sends a
1-hop HELLO message. Each node v

i

receiving this message
replies with its 1-hop neighbor list N1

i
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i

). Now
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from those replies it
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during some pre-defined timeout t
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Thus it adds each n
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as a 1-hop neighbor, and each n
j
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i

as a 2-hop neighbor, unless it is already in N
i
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neighbor. This latter case indicates to n
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that n
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and n
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is assembled, n
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it to its neighbors n
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, which in turn have to inform their
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Table 1 shows several table entries for the neighborhood

discovery in Figure 3. The direct neighbors, those with dis-
tance 1 in the table, determine the monitoring capability of
a monitor. For example n

m

is a 2-hop monitor for n
s

that
forwards a packet from n

r

to n
t

, whereas n
u

and n
v

are both
only 1-hop monitors.
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2.4 Multi-hop Monitoring
Monitor nodes monitor other nodes in a 1-hop or 2-hop

fashion. How does a node know what to monitor and what
to make of what it sees? A monitor “sees” the world though
what it hears, i.e., from messages it hears from its direct
(1-hop) neighbors. It may be topology-aware, in which case
it can relate what it hears, or topology-unaware. A monitor
can operate in a passive or active mode. A passive monitor
just observes, but does not take action. An active monitor
reacts by sending notification messages. We will now present
several scenarios using Figure 4. For simplicity sake only
node indices are used.

Example 1 – omission at node r1: Assume that r1 fails
to forward a packet from q to s1. The monitors for r1’s
behavior are q, r2 and r3. Node q detects the omission using
the monitoring primitive of Figure 2a. It would have seen
the message forwarded out of r1. Similarly, r2 and r3 notice
the omission using the 1-hop primitive of Figure 2c. Now
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one monitor will be the first to become an active monitor
by informing its neighbors of r’s omission via a broadcast
message. If this was q then msg

q

= (r did not forward packet
with ID) would be broadcast. Note that q does not need
confirmation about what it saw, it witnessed the omission
first hand, and could initiate a resend. Now r1 or r2 will
become active first and forward the packet to s. The other
will hear this and stay passive. Faults: {o} was detected
and recovered.

Example 2 – manipulation at node r1: This case is similar
to Example 1. Nodes q, r2 and r3 all detect the manipulation
(value fault), and r1 and r2 both send the correct packet to
s1. Receiving multiple packets, s1 uses a majority vote and
keeps the correct one. Since q gets the same messages it is
aware of the two corrections of the other monitors. Note
that the clique r1, r2, r3 outvoted the value fault. Faults:
{m} was detected and recovered.

Example 3 – manipulation at node r1, collaborator at s2:
Just as in Example 2 monitors r2 and r3 detect the ma-
nipulation and initiate mitigation by forwarding the correct
packet to s1. However, now s2 may collude with r1 sending a
false mitigation message with r1’s manipulated packet. Now
s1 gets two correct and two identically manipulated versions
and voting does not resolve the problem. Faults: {m} was
detected at q but no forward recovery is possible.

The problem exposed in Example 3 is that two malicious
nodes collaborated, r1 was active faulty and s2 was passive.
Whereas the act of an active faulty node can be observed
by monitors, passive framing leaves no detectable trace. Re-
member that in topology-unaware monitoring a node does
not have a complete picture of its neighbor’s monitoring ca-
pabilities, e.g., s1 does not know that s2 could not be a
monitor for r1’s manipulation. This complicates matters.
All a node can do is to use a voting function, e.g., majority,
to mitigate against conflicting information. However, the
threshold for voting in Example 3 was too high.

2.5 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsection showed the im-

portance of voting and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communication cannot produce
asymmetric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N = 2e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
active and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.

If we view Figure 4 as a join graph we get Figure 5. Infor-
mally, a join graph is defined as a collection of neighboring
cliques C

i

, where every vertex in the left clique C
i

is con-
nected to every vertex in the right clique C

i+1. The cliques
are shown as shaded ovals, the join operation is indicated by
dotted lines. See [6] for a formal definition of join graphs.
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Multi-hop Monitoring
Example 1: Omission at node r1 

Example 2: Manipulation at node r1 
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Multi-hop Monitoring
Example 3: Manipulation at node r1 collaborating node s2
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Multi-hop Monitoring
Generalization as Join Graph
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Neighborhood Threshold
Thresholds for fault detection and correction depend 
on neighborhood awareness or lack thereof

Type of fault considered:

o: omission

d: delay

r: routing

f: fabrication

m: manipulation

s tr uq

Figure 5: Join graph for Figure 4

cliques Ci, where every vertex in the left clique Ci is con-
nected to every vertex in the right clique Ci+1. The cliques
are shown as shaded ovals, the join operation is indicated by
dotted lines. See [6] for a formal definition of join graphs.

The mechanism for fault detection and mitigation di�er
if nodes are topology-aware or topology-unaware. Further-
more, in reference to Figure 5 it matters in which clique the
faulty nodes are. For example, an observable fault in Cr will
initiate the responses of all of its monitors. Passive faults
in other cliques, e.g., Cs, will not initiate such responses.
Therefore, the impact of these passive faulty nodes has to
be masked by the active monitors in Cr.

Now the following can be said about monitoring and re-
covery from F = {o, d, r, f, m}. We use Figure 4 for specific
examples and Figure 5 for the general case:

1. F = {m}: Assume the only faults are in Cr. Then a
node s � Cs can recover if it receives N > e identi-
cal notifications from clique Cr. This is true for the
topology-aware and also for tolopogy-unaware cases,
since with no colluders outside of Cr there will not be
any additional notifications.

An example of this scenario is r1 in Figure 4 as the
sole malicious node.

2. F = {m}: Assume there are er faults in Cr and es, et

passive colluders in Cs and Ct respectively. In the
topology-aware case s � Cs needs to deal only with
faults in Cr, as the others can be ignored. Thus s can
recover if it receives N > e identical notifications from
clique Cr.

In the topology-unaware case the passive colluders have
to be considered, since s does not know which clique
nodes belong to. Therefore, it is the burden of Cr

to produce enough notifications to compensate for the
notifications for the es+et colluders. This is only guar-
anteed if Cr is of size N > 2e, with e = er + es + et,
i.e., at least e + 1 monitors in Cr respond.

Example 3 in subsection 2.4 describes such a case.

3. F = {m}: Assume scenario 2 above and assume that
the colluder in Cs is on the forwarding path. An ex-
ample of this scenario is r1 in Figure 4 as a malicious
node and s1 as its colluder. As in scenario 2 monitors
in Cr provide a majority of notifications about r1’s
manipulated packet to s1. However, just like s1 all
monitors in Cs received the same majority of notifica-
tions and thus have the right packet. Therefore, they
will be able to detect if s1 colludes by forwarding r1’s
manipulated packet. This triggers all monitors in Cs

to notify t1, which is also received by all nodes in Ct.

Thus, each clique has to resolve the impact of mali-
cious nodes via the respective threshold described in
scenario 2 for topology-aware and unaware monitoring.

The only di�erence is the notification scheme that al-
lows forwarding the correct packet into Ct.

Due to spatial limitations we cannot present the scenarios
for the remaining faults F = {o, d, r, f}. It should be noted
however that the cases of {o} are special cases of {m}, i.e.,
an omission is a special case of a manipulation. Similarly,
the cases of {o} are special cases of {d}, which have higher
bu�er demand. As for fabrications {f} at a node, this is
detected by the monitor, since the outgoing packet does not
have a corresponding packet in the monitors bu�er. Mis-
routing attack {r} can be detected by the nature of 2-hop
monitoring, since the monitor sees all nodes involved in the
forwarding.

3. CONCLUSIONS
This research presented k-hop monitoring as a possible so-

lution to most common packet manipulations in ad hoc net-
works. The key issue was that no assumptions were made
about the behavior of malicious nodes and possible collu-
sions. Whereas only an outline of the approach could be
given, it generalized the impact, the advantages, and the
overhead of monitoring in uncontrolled environments. The
current focus is on the derivation of the complete protocol
and the analysis of its overhead.
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ABSTRACT
However, the approach exposes also the associated overhead
in providing detect ion and correct ion thresholds.

0.1 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsect ion showed the im-

portance of vot ing and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communicat ion cannot produce
asymmet ric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N =2 e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
act ive and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.
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Figure 1: Join graph for Figure ??

I f we view Figure ?? as a join graph we get Figure 1.
Informally, a join graph is defined as a collect ion of neigh-
boring cliques Ci, where every vertex in the left clique Ci

is connected to every vertex in the right clique Ci+1. The
cliques are shown as shaded ovals, the join operat ion is indi-
cated by dot ted lines. See [6] for a formal definit ion of join
graphs.
The mechanism for fault detect ion and mit igat ion di�er

if nodes are topology-aware or topology-unaware. Further-
more, in reference to Figure 1 it mat ters in which clique the
faulty nodes are. For example, an observable fault in Cr will
init iate the responses of all of it s monitors. Passive faults
in other cliques, e.g., Cs, will not init iate such responses.
Therefore, the impact of these passive faulty nodes has to
be masked by the act ive monitors in Cr.
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Now the following can be said about monitoring and re-
covery from F = {o, d, r, f, m}. WeuseFigure?? for specific
examples and Figure 1 for the general case:

1. F = {m}: Assume the only faults are in Cr. Then a
node s � Cs can recover if it receives N > e ident ical
not ificat ions from clique Cr. N =2 e + 1.
True for the topology-awareand tolopogy-unawarecases.
An example of this scenario is r1 in Figure ?? as the
sole malicious node.

2. F = {m}: Assume there are er faults in Cr and es, et

passive colluders in Cs and Ct respect ively.
In the topology-aware case s � Cs needs to deal only
with faults in Cr, as the others can be ignored. Thus s
can recover if it receives N > e ident ical not ificat ions
from clique Cr.
In the topology-unawarecase thepassivecolludershave
to be considered. Therefore, it is the burden of Cr

to produce enough not ificat ions to compensate for the
not ificat ions for the es+ et colluders. This is only guar-
anteed if Cr is of size N > 2e, with e = er + es + et,
i.e., at least e + 1 monitors in Cr respond.
Example 3 in subsect ion ?? describes such a case.

3. F = {m}: Assume scenario 2 above and assume that
the colluder in Cs is on the forwarding path. An ex-
ample of this scenario is r1 in Figure ?? as a malicious
node and s1 as its colluder. As in scenario 2 monitors
in Cr provide a majority of not ificat ions about r1’s
manipulated packet to s1. However, just like s1 all
monitors in Cs received the same majority of not ifica-
t ions and thus have the right packet . Therefore, they
will be able to detect if s1 colludes by forwarding r1’s
manipulated packet . This t riggers all monitors in Cs

to not ify t1, which is also received by all nodes in Ct.
Thus, each clique has to resolve the impact of mali-
cious nodes via the respect ive threshold described in
scenario 2 for topology-awareand unawaremonitoring.
The only di�erence is the not ificat ion scheme that al-
lows forwarding the correct packet into Ct.

Due to spat ial limitat ions we cannot present the scenarios
for the remaining faults F = {o, d, r, f}. I t should be noted
however that the cases of {o} are special cases of {m}, i.e.,
an omission is a special case of a manipulat ion. Similarly,
the cases of {o} are special cases of {d}, which have higher
bu�er demand. As for fabricat ions {f} at a node, this is
detected by the monitor, since the outgoing packet does not
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ABSTRACT
However, the approach exposes also the associated overhead
in providing detection and correction thresholds.

0.1 Neighborhood Thresholds
The examples of the previous subsection showed the im-

portance of voting and the impact of the threshold of good
and bad nodes. Wireless communication cannot produce
asymmetric faults within the broadcast domain. Thus sim-
ple majority can be used to mask faults, e.g., N = 2e + 1
is the number of nodes needed to mask e malicious nodes.
Di�erent threshold values for e can be used to deal with ma-
licious nodes depending on the presence and the number of
active and passive nodes assumed in the neighborhood.
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Figure 1: Join graph for Figure ??

If we view Figure ?? as a join graph we get Figure 1.
Informally, a join graph is defined as a collection of neigh-
boring cliques Ci, where every vertex in the left clique Ci

is connected to every vertex in the right clique Ci+1. The
cliques are shown as shaded ovals, the join operation is indi-
cated by dotted lines. See [6] for a formal definition of join
graphs.

The mechanism for fault detection and mitigation di�er
if nodes are topology-aware or topology-unaware. Further-
more, in reference to Figure 1 it matters in which clique the
faulty nodes are. For example, an observable fault in Cr will
initiate the responses of all of its monitors. Passive faults
in other cliques, e.g., Cs, will not initiate such responses.
Therefore, the impact of these passive faulty nodes has to
be masked by the active monitors in Cr.
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Now the following can be said about monitoring and re-
covery from F = {o, d, r, f, m}. We use Figure ?? for specific
examples and Figure 1 for the general case:

1. F = {m}: Assume the only faults are in Cr. Then a
node s � Cs can recover if it receives N > e identical
notifications from clique Cr. N = 2e + 1.

True for the topology-aware and tolopogy-unaware cases.

An example of this scenario is r1 in Figure ?? as the
sole malicious node.

2. F = {m}: Assume there are er faults in Cr and es, et

passive colluders in Cs and Ct respectively.

Topology-aware case: s � Cs needs to deal only with
faults in Cr, as the others can be ignored. Thus s can
recover if it receives N > e identical notifications from
clique Cr.

Topology-unaware case: the passive colluders have to
be considered. Therefore, it is the burden of Cr to pro-
duce enough notifications to compensate for the notifi-
cations for the es+et colluders. This is only guaranteed
if Cr is of size N > 2e, with e = er + es + et, i.e., at
least e + 1 monitors in Cr respond.

Example 3 in subsection ?? describes such a case.

3. F = {m}: Assume scenario 2 above and assume that
the colluder in Cs is on the forwarding path. An ex-
ample of this scenario is r1 in Figure ?? as a malicious
node and s1 as its colluder. As in scenario 2 monitors
in Cr provide a majority of notifications about r1’s
manipulated packet to s1. However, just like s1 all
monitors in Cs received the same majority of notifica-
tions and thus have the right packet. Therefore, they
will be able to detect if s1 colludes by forwarding r1’s
manipulated packet. This triggers all monitors in Cs

to notify t1, which is also received by all nodes in Ct.

Thus, each clique has to resolve the impact of mali-
cious nodes via the respective threshold described in
scenario 2 for topology-aware and unaware monitoring.
The only di�erence is the notification scheme that al-
lows forwarding the correct packet into Ct.

Due to spatial limitations we cannot present the scenarios
for the remaining faults F = {o, d, r, f}. It should be noted
however that the cases of {o} are special cases of {m}, i.e.,
an omission is a special case of a manipulation. Similarly,
the cases of {o} are special cases of {d}, which have higher
bu�er demand. As for fabrications {f} at a node, this is
detected by the monitor, since the outgoing packet does not
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Figure 5: Join graph for Figure 4

cliques Ci, where every vertex in the left clique Ci is con-
nected to every vertex in the right clique Ci+1. The cliques
are shown as shaded ovals, the join operation is indicated by
dotted lines. See [6] for a formal definition of join graphs.

The mechanism for fault detection and mitigation di�er
if nodes are topology-aware or topology-unaware. Further-
more, in reference to Figure 5 it matters in which clique the
faulty nodes are. For example, an observable fault in Cr will
initiate the responses of all of its monitors. Passive faults
in other cliques, e.g., Cs, will not initiate such responses.
Therefore, the impact of these passive faulty nodes has to
be masked by the active monitors in Cr.

Now the following can be said about monitoring and re-
covery from F = {o, d, r, f, m}. We use Figure 4 for specific
examples and Figure 5 for the general case:

1. F = {m}: Assume the only faults are in Cr. Then a
node s � Cs can recover if it receives N > e identi-
cal notifications from clique Cr. This is true for the
topology-aware and also for tolopogy-unaware cases,
since with no colluders outside of Cr there will not be
any additional notifications.

An example of this scenario is r1 in Figure 4 as the
sole malicious node.

2. F = {m}: Assume there are er faults in Cr and es, et

passive colluders in Cs and Ct respectively. In the
topology-aware case s � Cs needs to deal only with
faults in Cr, as the others can be ignored. Thus s can
recover if it receives N > e identical notifications from
clique Cr.

In the topology-unaware case the passive colluders have
to be considered, since s does not know which clique
nodes belong to. Therefore, it is the burden of Cr

to produce enough notifications to compensate for the
notifications for the es+et colluders. This is only guar-
anteed if Cr is of size N > 2e, with e = er + es + et,
i.e., at least e + 1 monitors in Cr respond.

Example 3 in subsection 2.4 describes such a case.

3. F = {m}: Assume scenario 2 above and assume that
the colluder in Cs is on the forwarding path. An ex-
ample of this scenario is r1 in Figure 4 as a malicious
node and s1 as its colluder. As in scenario 2 monitors
in Cr provide a majority of notifications about r1’s
manipulated packet to s1. However, just like s1 all
monitors in Cs received the same majority of notifica-
tions and thus have the right packet. Therefore, they
will be able to detect if s1 colludes by forwarding r1’s
manipulated packet. This triggers all monitors in Cs

to notify t1, which is also received by all nodes in Ct.

Thus, each clique has to resolve the impact of mali-
cious nodes via the respective threshold described in
scenario 2 for topology-aware and unaware monitoring.

The only di�erence is the notification scheme that al-
lows forwarding the correct packet into Ct.

Due to spatial limitations we cannot present the scenarios
for the remaining faults F = {o, d, r, f}. It should be noted
however that the cases of {o} are special cases of {m}, i.e.,
an omission is a special case of a manipulation. Similarly,
the cases of {o} are special cases of {d}, which have higher
bu�er demand. As for fabrications {f} at a node, this is
detected by the monitor, since the outgoing packet does not
have a corresponding packet in the monitors bu�er. Mis-
routing attack {r} can be detected by the nature of 2-hop
monitoring, since the monitor sees all nodes involved in the
forwarding.

3. CONCLUSIONS
This research presented k-hop monitoring as a possible so-

lution to most common packet manipulations in ad hoc net-
works. The key issue was that no assumptions were made
about the behavior of malicious nodes and possible collu-
sions. Whereas only an outline of the approach could be
given, it generalized the impact, the advantages, and the
overhead of monitoring in uncontrolled environments. The
current focus is on the derivation of the complete protocol
and the analysis of its overhead.
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There is no snake oil!

The final model of a 
neighborhood watch depends on

the desired fault model

the overhead tolerated by the 
application

this is a trade-off space!
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A cross-monitoring method was presented that:

Makes no assumptions about behavior of malicious 
nodes

Establishes the thresholds for detection/correction; 
any node can be monitor

Includes previous work as special case

Establishes the connection between fault models and 
the associated monitoring overhead

Current efforts focus on overhead analysis

Questions?

34
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Assume nodes are moved to implement the GJG below

Join Graph Example
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G⇥ denote the infrastructure graph.

General Join Graph: Now construct G as the network
graph between source vS and destination vD as follows:

1. A path between vS and vD defines the primary com-
munication path.

2. Let C1 be a clique of all vertices vi that is incident
from vS , i.e., for each vi � C1 there exists eSi.

3. For each vj in the primary communication path de-
fine Cj as a clique of all vertices vi, for which there
exists an edge ehi from all vh � Cj�1.

4. Let CD be a trivial clique containing only vD.

i j

S D
1 ... ...

Figure 5: General Join Graph

Figure 5 shows the general structure of G. Note that each
shaded oval is a clique containing one node of the prin-
ciple communication path. Furthermore, by the construc-
tion of the graph, there is an edge from each vertex in
Ci to each vertex in Cj . This makes the combined sub-
graph Ci⇥Cj a join graph. Note that, if all edges between
Ci and Cj are bidirectional, then Ci ⇥ Cj forms again a
clique.

Figure 6 shows a hypothetical join graph G that could
have resulted from the physical graph shown in Figure 4
if one were to increase broadcast power and make minor
node rearrangements. Note that in the context of [7] only
horizontal monitoring is possible, which allows for the
possible detection of nodes that do not forward, which
they refer to as “misbehaving nodes”.

The orthogonal dimension allows for ”true” cross-
monitoring. This kind of monitoring is more powerful,
since it offers the potential to react to observed behavior.
As will be pointed out next, there is however a require-
ment that redundant packets overlap in the queues of the
participating nodes.
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Figure 6: Join Graph Example

3.5 Cross-monitoring Cost

In general, there is a temporal and space dimension asso-
ciated with cross-monitoring. Temporal relates to the fact
that cross-monitoring can only be performed as long as
the packet or event to be monitored is still in the queue or
event list respectively. Once the packet leaves the queue,
there is no frame of reference for the packet. This puts
a temporal constraint on the cross-monitoring nodes, i.e.,
the packet or event on any participating nodes must have
temporarily overlap in the respective queues. Obviously,
as the the difference in propagation delay between two
packets to be monitored grows, so must the queues of the
participating monitors. In the general model this is ad-
dressed by limiting cross-monitoring to a graph that is a
General Joint Graph. If one allows for more general graph
models then issues of larger variation in the overlap time
need to be considered. An example of this would be the
establishment of a slow communication link between v7

and vD in Figure 6.
The spatial dimension addresses overhead due to the

actual cross-monitoring and packet duplication. In the
horizontal dimension, where one node monitors the for-
warding of a packet of its neighbor in the primary com-
munication path, it induces overhead at the monitoring
node, but not the forwarding node. In the orthogonal di-
mension coss-monitoring implies data redundancy, i.e.,
packet redundancy. A node can only cross-monitor if it
contains the frame of reference, i.e., the packet it is verify-
ing against. Note that cross-monitoring for detection pur-
poses only does not require the packet to be present, since
it may suffice to have a signature, i.e., a hash, to verify the
consistency of the packet monitored. However, one does
not have to pay the cost of recovery by actually paying the
full cost of redundancy. It will be show later that redun-

4

assigned to edges to differentiate between broadcast/multicast
and point-to-point communication.

B. Cross-monitoring
Before describing the network model in detail, we need

to address the difference between fault detection and fault
correction capabilities, which are fundamental to the interpre-
tation of the model. By the definition of benign fault, this
kind of faults are trivial to detect. However, other faults, e.g.,
omissions, may only be detected by external mechanisms, e.g.,
timeout mechanisms or cross-monitoring [3], [4], [18], [22].
At best, a timeout constitutes an omission fault that exhibits
benign behavior. However, relying on timeout mechanisms
to detect omissions is expensive since the timer values are
very conservative, e.g., the Retransmission Timeout period
(RTO) in TCP is measured in seconds. In general, choosing
the value too small has the potential for excessive timeouts.
Moreover, omissions have the potential to generate strictly
omissive asymmetric faults in sensor networks.

The basic mechanism for fault detection and consequent
potential fault correction will be cross-monitoring. Cross-
monitoring has been used extensively in reliable system design
for decades, e.g., Space Shuttle [25] or MAFT [7]. We consider
cross-monitoring of data packets in wireless communication.
In general, every monitor node vm has the potential to cross-
monitor any node vs if graph G contains edge esm. A prereq-
uisite for effective cross-monitoring is however that there is
a reference that can be monitored against. The monitor node
needs to have the packet or some signature of the packet to
check against. This prerequisite has important implications on
the queue sizes of nodes and thus on the realities of cross-
monitoring.

Figure 4 explains cross-monitoring and potential detection
and correction capabilities. Consider the routing path from
source S to destination D in the network shown in the top part
of the figure where the relative placement of vertices reflects
the physical location of the nodes. The undirected edges along
the routing path indicate bidirectional communication, the
dashed edges indicate links capable of cross-monitoring1. Only
nodes that will be referred to later are labeled. The placement
of the vertices in the graph relate to the physical position of
the nodes.

The bottom of Figure 4 shows the logical graph, where
vertices that cannot contribute to cross-monitoring have been
suppressed. Let us denote the physical and logical graphs by
GP and GL respectively. Consider node vS in GP . All vj

incident from vS can receive the packet. Node v1 can see the
packet, but is not capable of cross-monitoring any other node.
Node vS can confirm that the packet was received by v3 and
can itself cross-monitor if the packet was forwarded to v4. This
was shown in [3], [4], [18] and [22], where the monitor was
called watchdog. However, since vS cannot see v4, it can only
observe if v3 fails to forward or falsifies the packet. Even if v3

appears to forward the packet correctly, vS has no immediate
way of knowing if v4 actually received it. These limitations

1There is no difference between an undirected edge and an edge with two
arrow heads. We simply omitted the heads to avoid visual clutter.
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Fig. 4. Cross-monitoring in a Network

were pointed out in the works previously cited. Node v2 adds
no value in overcoming these problems and can only be used
as an alternate route in case eS3 would fail.

Next, consider node v4 in GL, whose packet sent to v5 is
also seen by v6. Nodes v4 and v6 can verify that v5 received
and forwarded the packet. However, only v6 can verify if v7

actually received it. Thus, in the case of a strictly omissive
asymmetric fault, e.g., v5 does not forward the packet to v7,
then v6 can detect the omission and supply the packet.

In all cases of cross-monitoring it is required that the packet
is present in the monitor and the target node. Assume the case
of v7 in GL who forwards the packet towards vD. The packet
could be forwarded via v8 or using the lower path containing
v9. Due to the different hop counts in the upper and lower
path, the packet may arrive in v8 and v9 at different times. In
order to be able to cross-monitor, the packet would have to be
in v9 when v8 sends it to the final destination. This however
may put unrealistic constraints on queuing buffer sizes.

C. Two Dimensions of Cross-monitoring
The previous subsection exposed that cross-monitoring can

occur in the direction of the network traffic, e.g., in Figure 4
vS could be used to cross-monitor the packet forwarded by v3

to v4. This cross-monitoring will be referred to as horizontal
cross-monitoring. It can expose corruption and omissions but
cannot verify actual delivery, nor can it detect pretentious
forwards to non-existing bogus nodes [3], [18], [22]. The
watchdog monitoring scheme constitutes horizontal cross-
monitoring. More precisely, their monitoring is limited to the
principal communication path.

On the other hand, it was shown above that cross-monitoring
could also be orthogonal to the principal communication path,
e.g., v6 could cross-monitor v5 to ensure that the packet
from v4 was forwarded, and v7 to confirm delivery via its
acknowledge to v5. This dimension of monitoring will be
called orthogonal cross-monitoring. An approach using limited
orthogonal cross-monitoring based on counting of incoming
and outgoing packets was shown in [4]. We will show that,
in general, horizontal monitoring has the potential to detect


